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In a previous letter, we have reported on a high statistics mea
surement of the nucleon structure function F2(x,Q2) at large x and 
Q2 in deep Lne Lae t í,c scattering of muons on a csrboI/1/. Deviations 
from Bjorken scaling are clearly observed in these data. Here we com
pare the measured scaling violations to predictions of perturbatlve 
Quantum Chromodynamlcs (QCD). 

In this theory, the Q2 evolution of quar~ and gluon distributtons 
is described by the Altarelli-Parisi equations/2/. The evolution aq~a
tion for the structure function F2(x,Q2) can be written as 

JP~(X,G2J ds(Ql,) ![( f) )C' (X Q~) i Zn X (X zJ I0.' ../11 ~ lff' '~q,(~ li. Y'z, +2.2 ti l(;.q/'l).11 · G, fl.Q 01&. 
(.In\ll. 'X l=i (1) 

where xG(x,Q2) is the gluon momentum di&tribution, P and PG are 
. / / qq q

QCD splitting fUn~ion8 J , f is the number of effective fl~vours, 
and ei are the quark charges. The strong coupling constant Q(s' 'La 

given in next-to-Ieading order by 

Js(Q,z) = 4ft .[1- fi1klK(QZ;~Z)J 
~ P /..... 21..12) A~· tn ((lz/t12.) , 

(2 ) 

where fJo = 11 - 2/J f, /31 = 102 - J8/J f• and A is the maae scale pa
rameter of QCD/4/. Estimates of the gluon distribution from neutrin~ 
and from muon scattering/7,8/ indicate that it is a rapidly decreasing 
function of x and can be neglected to a good approximation for 
:x> O.J. In this region, equ , (1) is then simplified to the f'Lavour' non
singlet expression 

~Fz('X,QZ.) ~ o(S(Q~). f~pNS(Z) P. (X; Q~)dz 
cXtn Q,t 2Jr 'X q,q, z 1 • . (J) 

Alternatively, the Q2 evolution of the structure functions can be ex
pressed thro~h the Q2 dependence of their moments/5/. 

O~r data 1/ are well suited for a precise test of the evolution 
equations. "Higher twist" contributions to F2 from quark-quark inter
actions which are not described'by equ.(1)are expected to vary like 
power series in 1/Q2 /9/ and ~re therefore unimportant due to the 
large Q2 of the da ta (Q2) 25 Gev2). Furthermore, the data extend up to 
x = 0.75, thus requiring only litvle extrapolation to calculate the 
evolution integraIs. 

Several numerical methods have been developed to fit the predic
tions of the evolution equations to the experimental data. We have 
mainly employed two methods which have been developed within our co~ 

boxation. They allow to use the singlet and the nonsinglet form of the 
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evolution equations, both in a leading order (LO) pertuTbation expan

aion and in a next-to-leading order expansion in the Ms renormaliza

tion scheme. The firm of these/10/ is based on an expan sion of the
 
structure functions into Jacobi polynomials with coefficients given
 \
by linear combinations of the QCD moments. In this method, most compu \,tations are analytic thus requiring only rrodeat computing time.Th3 second ALmetho<f"11/uses a numerical evaluation of the evolution equations which does
 
not make any assumptions about the analytic behaviour of the Q2 evo

• lution of or of the integration kernels. This is conceptualF2(x,Q2)
 
ly the most direct approach but is normally considered impractical
 
since it is expensive in computing time. This difficulty was overcome
 
by vectorizing in Q2 the integrations in equ. (1) and performing the
 
analyaie on a fast vector processor. We have also used the programs by
 
Gonzalee-Arroyo, Lápez, and Yndurain/12/, by Abbott, Atwood, and Bar

nett/13/, and by Furmanski and Petronzio/14/.
 

The experimental data shown in Fig. 1 of Ref./1/ w~re used for
 
the fits. Points with y< 0.2 were excluded to reduce the sensitivity
 

to spect~ometer calibrati 
on uncertainties. This cutC< 

x = 0275X -------...--..-----.
lJ...N removee 9 data pointe at 

x = 035 large x and small Q2 
out of a total of 166 
points. No correction wae-x = 0.45 

10- 1 
applied for Fermi motion.------...~~ 

x = 0.55 + + 

• 

x = 0.65 

~ 
10-2 Fig.1. Next-to-leading 

order QCD fit in the 
nonsinglet approximati-

I on, correeponding to 
A MS = 230 MeV, supe r-

x = 0.75 

impoeed to the experi
mental F2 data. 
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The reeulte of flavour nonsinglet fits are summarized in the 
Table. 

Tabh:. Rcsults of nonsinglct QCD fits to Fz(ll,QZ) 

Program ALO x2 /DOF AMS xZ/DOF 

(McV) (McV) 

BCDMS [!o] 226±22 174/152 231±20 176/152 \I 
BCDMS [11] 215±20 174/150 235±20 178/150 

Gonzâlcs-
Arroyo ct alo [12] 220±20 178/151 220±20 i80/151 

Abbott ct al. [13] 224±20 190/151 233±20 198/151 

Funnanski- 225±25 178/152 270±25 181/152 
Petronzio [14] 

They were obtained uaing R = Õ L/ fi T = and aeaumíng f = 4 flaRQCD 
vours. With the exception of the method of ref./14{ we remark the ex
cellent agreement between the valuee of 1\ obtained with different 
programa and the small differencee between the leading and next-to
-leadin, order fits. The next-to-leading order fit with our second 
program 11/ ie euperimpoeed to the experimental data in Fig.1. Fits 
to the data evaluated with R=O instead of RQCD/ 1/ increase 1\ by 15 
MeV ando give a elightly larger X2• 

To evaluate a syetematic error on 1\ , the individual eystematic 
uncertaintiee on were added to the data points and the fite reF2 
peated. Thie was done for each contribution to the eystematic errore 
in turn and the resulting changee ini\ were combined in quadrature • 
The final eyetematic error of b..A = 60 MeV is dominate.d by the 1% 
uncertainty on the relative normalization betwe~p data taken at the 
three different beam energiea. 

Our beet estimate for the QCD mase ecale parameter ia the ave
rage value of the nonsinglet fita with methode/10-13/ 

/\ MS = 230 ± 20 (atat , ) ± 60. (syst.) MeV • 
This correaponds to a strong coupling constartt at next-to-leading or
der o f 

eLa = 0.160 ± 0.00) (etat.) ± 0.010 (eyet.) 

at Q2 = 100 Gev2. 
It ie important to remark that t~s numerical value of ~s de

pende qnly slightly on the conventional hypothesis of 4 flavours. On 
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the contrary, the value of l\ determined f~om the fit depende strong
ly on this choice. The assumption of 5 flavours yields J\MS= 160 MeV. 

Resul ts on A from deep inelastic muon scattering experiments 
on iron targeta have been presented earlier by the BFP and EMC colla
borations. The BFP group/15/ finds 1\10= 230 ± 40 ± 80 MeV from a l~ 
ding order Binglet fit to their F2 data. The EMC result/8/from a 
nonsinglet fit for x~0.35 ia A-= 115::!: 10 ±~g MeV. 

A global QCD fit to F2(X,Q~ does not, however, constitute a 
•	 sensitive test of Quantum Chromodynamics. The X2 of such a fit des

cribes also its agreement with the x dependence of F2 which is not 
predicted by the theory. A more stringent test ia obtained by compa
ring the x dependence of the scaling violations observed in the da
ta to the one expected from the QCD evolution. This is the only spe
cific prediction of perturbative QCD for deep inelastic scattering 
which can be tested experimentally. In the nonsinglet approximation, 
this comparison depends on ~ as the only free parameter whereas for 
singlet fits it is a180 sensitive to the gluon distribution. The non
singlet case is shown in Fig. 2a where the logarithmic derivatives 
dln~2(x,Q2)/dlnQ2 are compared to tho next-to-leading order predic

tion for Â'MB = 230 MeV. 
The logarithmic derivativos in Fig. 2 are the slope parameters 

of staight lino fits lnF2 = a • lnQ2 + b to the data. To calculate 
the theoretical predictions shown in the sarne figure, tne result of 
the QCD fit F~ was assigned at each (x,Q2) point the statiati 
cal error of the corresponding experimental The logarithmic deF2• 
rivatives dlnF2 / dl nQ2 were then obtained by the sarne straight line 
fit as for the experimental data. Within the errors, this linear re
presentation is an excellent approximation of both the experimental 
and the predicted Q2 evolution. The measured x dependence of the 
scaling violations in Fig.2a is in full agreement with the predicted 
curve within statistical errora (X2/DOF = 4.6/5). This shows that our 
determination of A is based on a very good overall descriptionof the 
data by QCD. 

We have also performed flavour singlet fits to our data, imposing 
. 2 1 "t 2 2 a gluon distribut10n xG(x,Qo) = /2(~ + 1).(1 - x) at Qo= 25 GeV 

and fitting 1\ MS for fixed values of, • As àn example, the sing
let prediction corresponding to the fit for ~ = 7 is also shown in 
Fig.2a. Reaulta for 1\ MS from these fi ta and the cor-re spondf.ng Y 2, s 
from the comparison of measured and predicted scaling violations are 
sho~~ as a function of ~ in Fig.3. 1t is clearly seen that the aing
let terms do not improve the quality of the fita and that a soft gluon 
distribution is favoured by the data. From statistical errors, we find 

a lower limit of ~ = 7 at Q~ = 25 GeV2 (90% confidence leveI). This 
corresponds to a limit of ~~ 6 at Q~ = 5 GeV2• 

I 

Fig.2. (a) Scaling violations observed 
in this experiment, expressed as loga
rithmic derivatives dlnF2(x,Q2)/dlnQ~~~ -o 1 

The errors are atatistical only. The 
, solid line8 are nonsinglet QCD pre

-0.2 ~ a) BCOMS ICarbonl 
N dictions for Afis= 230 MeV correspon
d 
C ding to our fit (X2/ DOF = 4.6/5), and 

"O
I.:-.	 -o 31 II I I I for two other valuea of A • The d~shed 

N 

d line corresponds to the ainglet fit 
2:'. 

<. for a gluon distribution xG(x,Q~) = 
.5 -o1 

u:' 

= 4 • (1 - x)7 at Q~ = 25 Gev2, giving 

AiS = 252 MeV. 
(b) As Fig.2a, for the EMC/8/ 

-o2 +
bl EMC (lron) da ta on iron for 02> 10 Gev2. The 60t lid line represents a next-to-leading

-0.31	 II I I I I I I I I 

order QCD fi t giving A MS = 91 MeV 
and a ~2/DOF = 65.9/4. 

(c) As Fig. 2b, for the BFp/1~ 
-oH- ~ data on iron for 02 > 10 Gev2. The QCD 

fi t here gives A MS = 167 MeV and a+ 
~2/DOF = 14.2/4. The arrow indicatea-o 2 

tI BFP ür cn) 
the uppor error bar of the data point 

I 
at x = 0.?5(dlnF2/dlnQ2 = -0.687 ±-o3' ! 1 ,I * I I ! 

O 02 04 06 08 lO ± 0.410).
X 

We have done the s~e nonainglet analysia for the EMC/8/ and 
BFp/ 15/ iron data for Q2~10 Gev2 (Figa. 2b and 2c). This compariaon 
is incomplete because it does not include the systematic errors of the 
experimental slope parameters whi~h we are unable to evaluate. Howeve~ 

it is clearly seen that the EMC data are in statistical disagreement 
with the QCD prediction. The value of 1\ determined from these data 
depends therefore strongly on the x range included in the' fite 1n
creasing further the minimum Q2 to auppress possible higher twist 
effects increàses the value of 1\ but does not improve the agreement 

.(~ with the QCD predictions. For the ~lp data, the agreement i8 better 
{\ :" but the statistical errors are large in the region x>0.25 where the 
't,' nonsinglet approximation applies. 

, 
li. 
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FIG. 3 

In conclusion, we find that the ecaling violatione observed in 
our high statistics .measurement of the nucleon structure function 

at Q2> 25 Gey2 are in excellent agreement with predictionsF2(X,Q2)
of perturbative QCD. In the range 0.275~x*0.75 the data are well 
described by a flavour·noneinglet approximation and therefore favour 
a soft gluon distribution. From next to leading order fits, we find 
a strong coupling cQnstant aL = 0.160 ±. 0.003(etat.) ± 0.010(syst.)s 
at	 Q2 = 100 Gey2. 
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BeHBeHyTH A.C. H p;p. El-87-699 
ITpoaepKa KXA H onpep;eneHHe A H3 HapymeHHH 
CKeHnHHra B HyKnOHHOH CTPYKTypHOH ~yHK~HH 
F2(x,Q2) npH BhlCOKHX Q2 

11poaep;eHo cpaaHeHHe c npep;cKa3aHHHMH nepTypGaTHBHOH KXA 
HapymeHHH CKeHnHHra B HyKnOHHOH CTPYKTYPHOH ~YHK~H 
F2 (x,Q2), H3MepeHHOH C Bb!COKOH CTaTHCTHKOH B rnyoOKOHeynpy
roM pacceHHHH MIDOHOB Ha yrnepop;HOH MHWeHH.HaoniDp;eHO npe
KpaCHOe cornacne p;aHHb~ ao aceH oonacTH H3MepeHHb~ nepeMeH
HbiX X H Q2 C 'IHCneHHbiMH pemeHHHMH 3BOniD~HOHHbiX ypaBHeHHH 
AnbTapenn-11apH3H.B HecnHrneTHOM npnon~eHHH a cnep;yiD~eM no 
pHp;Ke K nHAHPYID~eMy onpeAeneH MaCWTaoHhlH napaMeTp KXA 
f!.:s = 230±20 /cTaT./ ± 60 /cncT./ M3B. CnHrneTHbiH ~HT p;aH
HhiX npep;notiHTaeT MHrKoe rniDOHHoe pacnpep;eneHHe. 

npenpHHT 061te.llHHeHHOro HHCTHTyra R.llepHI>lll: Hccne.llOBaHHH. L{y6Ha 1987 

Benvenuti A.C. et al. El-87-699 
Test of QCD and a Measurement of A from 
Scaling Violations in the Nucleon Structure 
Function F2(x, Q2) at High Q2 

Scaling violations in the nucleon structure function 
F2 (x, Q2) measured with high statistics in deep inelastic 
scattering of muons on a carbon target are compared to 
predictions of perturbative QCD. Excellent agreement is 
observed with numerical solutions of the Altarelli-Pari
si evolution equations over the entire x and Q2 range of 
the data.In a next-to-leading order nonsinglet approxima
tion, the QCD mass scale parameter A~ is determined to 
be 230±20 (stat.) ± 60 (syst.) MeV. A singlet fit to the 
data favours a soft gluon distribution. 
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